Frie Springs
23rd Jan 1897

My dear Spencer,

I have just put together a bundle of photos, including copies of all the Cunningham negatives, some of which turned out a great deal better than we expected. The buds laden in cloudy weather will I think make you grown with envy. They are all laden with time exposure on Emprasa plate at a rate of about three plates per individual, the beggars will not keep clean. Have printed off a few well.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
And am sending them in a gorgeous album which I am keeping for the Engewa wives alone, and not putting your prints in the same. Your eyes are anywhere last. Have you a good lot of mine if not I will paint you a set. On Monday Jim Ororda who is now employed by the Police turned up and enquired if there was a parcel for him from you. It appears you promised to send him something by mail. I think you had better send him a chiefs pipe or something by return mail if you don't want your reputation for charity blasted.
Throughout the Aranka. Cheque seemed, I would much like to put it into Queensland. Mungie has the Nis’ head here by any more those speculations and I am come in honour but to write without her approval. This comes of your rigorous Xenoncharin I then dealing if of the. If I shall keep my appeal upon your. I am enquiring your also from which you mis see that there is a balance in my favor. I am now squirm. The collecting for is gradually filling. Since last week I have added 8 Johns. Cauda raze. Varanus Bullen & one Varanus Eremius. One beak which is new to me, the Higators call it Amuckly, I am posting as I am anxious.
To hear if so is new. The
niggers persist in their statement
about the assappaas having a
double penis but I cannot procure
a male specimen nearly killed.
I have cut out the organ
of one whom had been dead
done days when brought in
it am sending it to you in
a glass have you not notice that
I have cut the stream — Dr.
Eglenmann returned from the
hills a fortnight ago report
a rod with us. While here
he read the Anthropography volume
+ I noticed that he made copious
notes he painted and some
hefting poems in Sterling's words
for instance I states that sometimes
the natives split bones to pull
the bones through the epidermis this is
comes. What Sterling 
look to
be upset done was the idea of the
Kangaroos as Euro. So, he also
speaks of the
interpretation of the
Paradise, which is unpublished
stuff, only revealed by Castle Forbes.
Lastly, by latter, Eglinam has
been studying the diseases of the
Kangaroos. This does not agree with
Sterling, who states that Polyxeni
Paroxysm is common. Sterling
has made no reference to the
Kangaroo disease.

Then, he must have done a great deal. I have always argued that
the disease of Yewphee was identical
but Eglinam says it is not
20. The "Kangaroo" seems to
be a virulence disease peculiar to
these people. The disease generally
affects children. Eglinam points
out that only the girls were the
Locality of the bone in question while in Egypt. The grace in different parts of the body are affected.

I observed this disease with Sterling, who did not know I was typical, but with Mr. Colerick, who knew

some of much experience. I thought my opinion of more value than his. Hume referred to his disease in our work.

it is worth noting that it only attacks people over three generally in the same way. Another thing it does, it almost invariably appears in the arms, under the arms between the legs, or about the mouth. It spreads rapidly to the breast. Coronary Sufficient Sodden 1 in 1000. I have always thought Syphillis agree with me, that Syphillis was common to them. People long before they came
In contact with the Welsh milk it is my impression of one of the causes of their sickness, which I hinted at before. The Welsh woman, Cameron, has, since the disease has been introduced farther from the farm, a constipated and diseased appearance. The complexion of the changing woman would tend to spread the disease rapidly. Eyslmann has not seen a case of pityriasis or psoriasis, which is usually pronounced psoriasis in my old Scare, but he found Eyslmann declares to be something quite different and probably characteristic of the tribe. He has examined the bowels of several of the women; he has given me a note on someone which we are at leisure to make use of. I am mentioning the note to one of the women to send away.
rubs into the wounds. This greyy substance, called Sylmarine, which he squeezes from the crotchet of his hands, "without telling Sylmarine that anyone was made of this stuff I asked him if he could account for it. He explained that there are innumerable poets far afield across the seas, and the Whiteman the far escapes naturally; show the force of the Sylmarine. In rare instances where it produces inflammation it appears as a blue pros being closed it does not escape so readily. The air thus aper to force itself out by squeezing as it comes out with blue columns about 20 long when the nose is squeezed in cold weather. Sylmarine made a chill of 20 to 30 degrees, caused by the Sylmarine, which entered the Sylmarine. I am afraid had so much about Sylmarine will make you sneeze.
I can almost imagine I saw you shifting among your books with a smile. I feel certain he does not intend to do any anthropography except perhaps in a general way. He will mind to publish his book when he returns to Germany at which time, and I look forward to a couple of years, he is now at a secure point. Darwin has expected to return from his hands, account of the animal and all through the name. Darwin has expected to return from his hands. Account of the animal kingdom and which no one is I know who received. I think I told you of very interesting drawings in a little book. The little book. Darwin. Carl Sylonna very nice. Some drawings of some drawings offered to you to copy them for the interior. Good morning. I of course accepted.
his offer to ensure the drawings in time for next week. There is
arranged for the Police Constable at
Burrowe's Court to accompany me to
the Carr as it would be much safer
to go alone to such a place. I have
an idea whether the
Drosdows
had much of the Platform
and the Horse Sept.
Your Cut
metallurgy notes are splendid. How
on earth you managed to collect
so much information and the
essential without witnessing the
operation! I cannot for the life
of me understand the Aperland
windows mentioned is obviously a
piece of cheer such as those now
here were suspended from the
Walls in Corroboree (note
Shirlings erroneously placed
Thirlby
in a long arms as a covering for the
Psins) the word 'letha' merely signifies
a stick - of any work. Amusing to hear of a bush and scrub.

Your 'Wini' words seem effective.

Jamaica amid in my notes. It's man's age into the Medina notes, with two or more Mungaroo men. The harmony is undeniable to add anything.

The only discrepancy is that the welcome you mention is said to temper the Pana Fire. The Mungaroo which was killed by the war dogs from the Ochielpa in his last. The war dogs are said to have buried the fire. I find that the name. The Mungaroo above are on charge of Medina and Acheywana, but there being no Nkongo men in the country, he was charged with the Nkongo men.

Jamaica chooses to visit melon to his country's pride his position as custodian of the peace.
which I have taken a copy bars
kept this sketch as I may require
is if I visit the place it cannot
learn anything of the traces I found
but if it comes off I shall try
to get there I doubt whether any more
on a large scale archeological place
I have been enquiring about the
man and pale of Emu as
form them the Angenba or man
holeless mad in the fire was man
from the tree in fact the
same way as other man have
described from animals toards
there is the tree then the Churinga
from which springs the man will
not I think I understand you
clearly there are no cold men
in this locality but I hoped to
lay my hand on a snare man
shorley
The hanga found probably
regarded for the purpose of supplying
the women but it had grown
far beyond its original purpose
and now as you receive from
fur traders observations very new
more. Although a man may
make a close Churinga hanga
and know that it is a fraud he does
not necessarily doubt the bonafides
of other hanga. Most of the wooden
Churingas are not hanga but
balsa wood Churingas made by old
men for ceremonial purposes or they
were so used in the Churingas
for special ceremonies. There is a great
number of holes in this district which
hang Churingas but all are covered
with cement and the cement covers over
the hangings under cementary
and can only be dug up. The meaning of the hangings
which you must want until you
realize a hanga and when you may receive
any day a number of men how hans got to be released from the town of philadelphia yesterday called a man into my office the man dropped alike dead when his eye met the road of hiscomposition who was calling on the big loco there was a blanket and i had to go elsewhere to such here the old raroa ground pius once said to women & children our friend eyamwine jack eddenda ebonky gasko brothers were to return here in the cold weather it seems chowarike to render the law from criminal kalurana he changed old dog biek wonder time his visit so as to reach here while i am away one may in her home stop i am more than accustomed with old warmalee it for using the warnalee i did not know it mine race of such
told me so. I am not sure now that he did not锅炉 and am not responsible for the fire. In my house I smoked down to the old Wurley box and high up found that a cow had been trying to roost on your back pin doing so got the reeling tangles in which some cow could pass the meanest chaos. I concluded to go to the cow's head and am making a summer residence of the country where having a 5 Cow or two they are one and wedded. It was good of you to send me another bus unfortunately it never with his accompanied an unpleased neglected to send them on by the Conna. I have some arrangements well in good regard. He is to take your case toward another by next mail. Your service most personal.
I read your last two or three lines, and I see that your thoughts are arranged in a very well thought-out order. You have written that you might do something of the sort, and you mentioned that you might have done something to help, but I think that, perhaps, you have not had time to prepare a scheme yet. I should be curious to hear further developments with. I am glad to hear that Shaped will be benefited by your help, but I wish you had told me more about the situation.

The second letter was signed with a name I cannot quite remember. It was written to a man named Berkeley, but I believe you know him. It appears that he knows more about the situation than I do. It seems that you may have heard something about the letter, but I wonder whether you have heard anything about the letter.

"I am pleased to receive your last letter, and I feel that the letter is well written. I hope you will keep in touch with me, and I look forward to hearing from you soon."

I am pleased to hear that you are well and that you have been working on some new ideas. I am also looking forward to hearing from you.
feeling about the Minos are that your impressions are too frequent. I think this must be fancy on your part or your Minos are a very illiberal act. They don't seem to make any sense in the Colony about their long trips. I very much reason that these abusers of yours are devoted to mislead me about Pallas. All agreed that the lord will throw down a letter for £500 upon the $ I find that you cannot come with me half the value of the word more than half, in fact, review of the pleasure of carrying it through will disappear. I am eager to see the pernicious chapter. I am very much eager to hear what the inestimable Horatio from those you wish to bring some news of your trips.
This lease to me for £3 per 4th of a
length of what is now corn. Our
mowing, who was the discovery of this
new show, wished him to change fully its
site as a close home. I got a diamond
of a per share — not a valuable — and
my &c. Mangles last month at home to
tell the share, have been falling ever
since. We had corn meal of pains
late in February, the whose country
is lodging much better, whereas the
feed has not come on as we well as
we expected. The crop of flax no
is abundant, that is some contradiction.
Brooks & Alfred Comber were amenaible
then. My spelling is drawn to this
fence. The old girl grows
younger or daily. Dufferall has fallen
by, allowing his whole collar on Sundays. This means more daily corn up
continuous, one that his attention was
he has made a good exchange with the British Museum. He has returned before the Zoological Society exhibited the Callaoiria. I have not written him since he left for England. He tells me to do so after the return, he says, to be having a special time. I see by the paper that I have in publishing an illustrated article on the 'Spuria' in the English Illustrated Magazine for February. I am looking for a copy. You will be delighted to hear that we have found something of, few lines from the new over crop (about which Besley inquired to me) in the 'Wheel Fortune.' Claims gave us a return of five dollars to the ton the day after it was paid down for, and again. Byrne and I signed the deed.
Feeling about the Minnow that your operations are to my great comfort. I think
this must be fancy on your part as your Minnow authors have a very illiberal act. They don't know
to make any sense in this Country.
About her line she very properly means that their advances of
yours are devoted to scientific research.
If Northall comes to ground the Lord
will have done a letter of 5000 upon
me if I find that you cannot
come with me in half the value of
the work more than what I am sure
remained of the pleasure of seeing
me through will disappear.
I am
eager to hear the Samor chaplet.
I am also more eager to hear
what the Minnow has to say from
those of your friends.
Miss. Keppel brings joy to our hearts.
found heated borders but he presumed very doubtless he says it is the most thing in the world to have made a miracle in a measure of room—well he has gone suspect for Byn's giving opinion it had been for paperless perhaps contains has 185 [permanently]
y and C. can I find me to or organ of a few as in great time. Square has gone to London for you three months change to he has promised to go some collecting I am out of Yps wine but there was not lowered the foraminiferous ye you had been send along another kind of Yps receiving at least there gaels for southern wings I presume you would like now to continue collecting. How about the working report
I got on last trip your kind offer to a Sydney man I think - the frogs too were they known species ? The wife was greatly pleased with all your photo cards - How are you faring ? For the eggplant recipe which she is going to try after the main leaves the 2 or 3 of lemon you mentioned and had come by mail but we have plenty on hand -

kind Mary or form this came with spirits for anchovies between Merron + Penman's Station so that they may colour before I arrive. Then I hear already last one thin fish with spirits to those Station. I am much concerned about your eyes - I sincerely hope that there is no injury - always though may you work to hard - you know that interference
Can you at both ends if you please
no doing as you wish and only
improve yourself temporarily but you
will improve your intellectual vigour
One of our horses has just fallen with
Miss Colonna for a few 1503 up has
for a day or so without he would never
believe to his medical advice and
hypnotherapy (
1503) to his constitution and
not form the necessary removal free to
shade it off you must obey the Day
and let your eyes at night as much as possible red fuses and
thrown to your wife in as much as home
to see that you carry out the data
instruction. You must be looking forward
sugary to the time we are again
I hope may well come at ease at
Pleasant Country. The long sea voyage
near the Cape I know do them all good
You would be heartily sick of hearing
We shall miss you very much, to we
The peace has now seemed that James
during you left. I know no person to

speak to. Tell me whatsoever truths
about my imperfections. Little Jack
(Rags) has been promoted to. Remember
his growing apart. He & Brie are
continuously bringing up frogs

Hogge, in all clages of decay
for the press — others may have in an
continual state of fumes. For they

should pick up a maker or v. person

He often are home in mention of the

tradition suffer a good deal from

v. eyes & is at the present

I suppose you have never experienced

Old Polly Solomon with a blunder
Eye & leg is at the present

moment a sight never to be forgotten.
I need to purchase the old fowl to let me photograph her this morning - I wish you could have seen her - for your benefit but before I could get the instrument she was scooting away for the hens to see my hole a toot cat in a tree. I have printed all of the Echimba pictures for Sambo, I have made a neat shallow tin case made to hold them - they are to be laminated and painted with the Chirungu in the Sthembunga shortly. Sam was delighted to see your O'Telega. The King the old O'Shubuda introduced me to today teaching the performance of an erhuincha Quabara; he wanted to know if you were
with the great Echumpa. Of course, several of the men have asked me what the great Echumpa thought of this corroboree. The great Echumpe has been laddered of round many a camp fire during the last few months. I wish I had a good large photo of him in which the man was exaggerated. Could you make a sketch that I could set up in my shop?

Somehow or other mention of the great Echumpe always makes the old Kang loving column while the slightest reference to the first led to me a wreck his face smiled. He put before me of the Echumpe, but an enclosing a few notes nothing of minor importance. I was afraid
My kind regards to Princess,
our united wishes to yourself we now hope
thatcontacts & the weather
will return to you soon
blessed by the trop
Take care of your
eyes of yourself generally
and fellow

Yours sincerely

Mrs. [Name]
Mrs. [Name] sends her kind regards to the
Professor. "He was such a nice happy
little gentleman & always he enjoy his cup of
tea in the morning, but I never knew what
he was going to say."